
“Sneak” Preview of Advent 2014  
(for meditation and review) 

 

I BELIEVE EVEN WHEN… 
 

The story of the birth of Jesus is filled with common themes of human drama:  unknowing, doubt, 

fear, journey, hardship.  The words of the song, “I believe in the sun, even when it’s not 

shining…”, offer the affirmation of belief in spite of what seems like the absence of light,  love, 

and even the absence of God.  We will explore the presence of hope through Christ “even when” 

 

Advent 1: November 30 

Luke 1: 26-38 tells of the coming birth of Jesus to an unexpectedly now-expecting young 

lady. The message that she would bear a son out of wedlock could have doomed her 

circumstances. When things that seem irreparable happen in our lives, how can we turn 

perceived doom into a faithful opportunity for rebirth? How does “taking in the body of 

Christ”—which is what we do in communion—transform us?  

 

For contemplation: 

(How) Can the experience of darkness be the womb of my own rebirth? 

 

Advent 2: December 7 

Isaiah 9 and John 1:6-8, 19-28 both speak of  “a voice crying in the wilderness.” At times in our 

lives when we feel unsure of next steps, when fear of uncertainty grips us, and when we look 

around and wonder when God will address injustice or show up and save us, we yearn for a 

messenger. Or a message. To make clear the paths we take. 

 

For contemplation: 

 (How) Are the silence of unknowing and the feelings of emptiness  

  the pregnant pause before a new beginning? 

 

Advent 3: December 14 

Matthew 1:18-25 reminds us that relationships are wrought with wrestling—with our own 

expectations and those of others. Not all of us have an angel show up to tell us what to do like 

Joseph.  But we can heed the angel’s words for letting go, and letting God’s possibilities flourish. 

That’s what Mary’ song (Luke 1:46-55) is all about.   

 

For contemplation:  

(How) Is love letting go? 

 

Advent 4: December 21 

John 1:1-5, 14-18 announces, and our theme song proclaims, that even when the sun is hidden 

from sight, even when love feels remote, and even when we’re not sure of God’s presence we can 

sense that the light is coming, love is near and the holy is born yet again in the midst of the 

struggles of life.  There is hope.  There is light. 

 

For Contemplation:   

I can be assured that new birth is possible. There is light! 


